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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing was originally designed for dealing with problems involving large amounts of
data and/or compute-intensive applications. Today, however, Clouds enlarged their horizon as
they are going to run both scientific and business applications supporting scientists,
professionals and end users. To face those new challenges, Cloud environments must support
adaptive knowledge discovery and data mining applications by offering resources, services, and
decentralized data analysis methods. This paper presents an analysis that data storage,
performance, data security, and efficiency can go hand in hand with cloud reliability.
KEYWORDS: Cloud computing, economies of scale, performance, reliability, security, virtual
storage.

1 Introduction
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A scalable distributed computing environment in which a large set of virtualized computing
resources, different infrastructures, various development platforms and useful software’s are
delivered as a service to customers as a pay-as-you-go manner usually over the Internet is
called cloud computing.

Cloud computing service have been broadly classified at three levels—as relevant to IT
managers (Infrastructure as a Service, IAAS), developers (Platform as a Service, PAAS), or end
users (Software as a Service, SAAS). However, scientists and business enterprises have found
it difficult to choose the right cloud services for leveraging the cloud’s disruptive economies of
scale, elastic computational power or storage. Reference architectures for the cloud have been
particularly lacking, as have specifications of the key interactions between various cloud
services and deployment configurations. This is likely due to the organic emergence of the
cloud. Ten years ago, the notions behind cloud conflicted with best practices of exotic and
expensive hardware and software, as opposed to low-cost, commodity alternatives. But, as
Google, Yahoo, and other web innovators have shown, those days are over; clouds can scale
economically using commodity hardware and specialized cloud software. The time is ripe for
explicit software engineering focuses when considering the cloud. While clouds are new,
several best practices and specific lessons from the world of cloud Computing have a great
potential for adoption. Domain Specific Software Architectures (DSSA) when applied to grids
enables the articulation of service component interactions both at configuration time and at
runtime. Looking into key examples from Amazon web services (IAAS), Microsoft Azure and
Google App Engine (PAAS), and Gmail or Hotmail email service (SAAS) to explain the power of
applying DSSA. In cloud computing service DSSA could represent as a helping hand in
comparative analysis for data storage, security, and performance.
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Scientific research is faced with the challenge of marshaling and
analyzing large volumes of data from a variety of instruments and simulations, the resource
capacity for which is beyond the reach of most scientists. Cloud computing has the potential to
advance data intensive sciences by providing shared, pay as you go access to large scale
storage and compute nodes co-located at global datacenters that offer economies of scale.
While cloud computing democratizes on demand resource access for the broader e- Science
community, the promise of scalability should not be at the cost of increased application
complexity and rewrite overhead. Also, the ability to work with familiar desktop tools is as
important to scientists as the need to off load resource heavy tasks to the cloud. Cloud
computing introduces new challenges for the execution of scientific applications, which typically
require specific hardware and software configurations. Currently, Virtual Machine Managers
(VMMs) such as Eucalyptus or Open Nebula pave the way to manage VMs in elastic Cloud
infrastructures, providing moderate support for VM contextualization (e.g. IP allocation, hotplugging disks at boot time, etc.). However, the process of turning a VM into a Virtual Appliance
(VA) that encapsulates the entire hardware and software configuration for an application to run
successfully is still fairly manual. Scientific applications typically rely on numerical libraries,
databases, web services, system packages, etc. whose installation and configuration can
sometimes be automatically performed. Therefore, we envision semi-automatic procedures to
contextualize VMs for scientific applications, where users and/or developers would provide a
declarative description of their applications and its dependences . Then, contextualization
software would resolve the dependences and provide the appropriate environment to install
each requisite. However, installing complex software might not be automated so easily. This
would lead to a set of Pre-Contextualized VMs (PCVMs) where the user (or the VM provider)
would have installed this kind of software. These PCVMs could be stored in VM providers (such
as Amazon S3) and a VM Repository Service would store metadata information about each VM.
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This would allow PCVMs sharing among different scientists, thus enhancing collaboration.
These PCVMs would certainly be finally configured at boot time to produce a self-contained VA
that allows the execution of the application. This paper describes how various parameters are
useful for efficient data storage, retrieval and performance. The conditions are same, as now the
future being uncertain we must start practicing new standards and protocols to sustain.
2

Related work

In a future where data will not only come from classical computing systems as it does today, but
also from millions of sensors and mobile devices, the need for energy-efficient large-scale data
computation will explode. While Cloud computing APIs, mechanisms and abstractions are
rapidly maturing, perhaps the most significant open issue is performance -- the concern is not
necessarily whether we can write my application to run in the cloud, but rather how the
application will perform if we do so, and it is extremely challenging to determine the lowest-cost,
scalable software architecture that is able to predictably meet the performance requirements
.The success of next-generation cloud computing infrastructures will depend on how effectively
these infrastructures will be able to instantiate and dynamically maintain computing platforms,
constructed out of cloud resources and services that meet arbitrarily varying resource and
service requirements of cloud consumer applications. Typically, these applications will be
characterized by Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, such as timeliness, scalability, high
availability, trust, security, specified in so-called Service Level Agreements (SLAs); i.e., legally
binding contracts that state the QoS guarantees an execution environment, such as a cloud
based computing platform, has to provide its hosted applications with. There should be a
middleware architecture that enables SLA-driven dynamic configuration, management and
optimization of cloud resources and services, in order to respond effectively to the QoS
requirements of the cloud customer applications. Cloud computing is taking shape, shifting the
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focus from pure computing typical of the grid toward data distribution. The focus shift imposes
several constraints in the management of computational resources assigned to a cloud. If a
node of a grid is hopefully used during computations, state and applications for the cloud may
have more dynamic behavior with respect to computational resources. The ability of manage
efficiently the farm running cloud services is important both for granting high availability and
power efficiency. Cooling and power consumption have become a major issue and current
infrastructure for managing clusters is still focused on distributing computations rather than
packing computations and managing nodes. A fundamental building block for any cloud network
is an efficient and reliable communications infrastructure, e.g., a publish/subscribe service.
However, the organization of a cloud can be very complex and may consist of arbitrary numbers
and sizes of smaller microclouds and services running on many different physical networks. The
capacity and costs of data transfer within and beyond an individual micro cloud network could
differ by several orders of magnitude. Besides that, the whole cloud system is usually powered
by ever-changing and often erratic user behavior, which makes it difficult, if not impossible, to
predict any upcoming usage patterns and trends. Failing to account for such heterogeneous
nature of the clouds could render the existing publish/subscribe methods inefficient or even
inoperable? Developers have a wide range of platforms to choose from in creating cloud-based
applications.
Google App Engine

Google App Engine is in a preview release. It is more oriented to testing out the concept and the
tools than building mission critical applications. Google is currently giving developers sample
accounts with 500 megabytes of storage, 200 megacycles of CPU per day, and 10 gigabytes of
bandwidth per day. This should allow most applications to serve about 5 million page views per
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month. In the future, Google plans to keep the basic accounts for free, while charging for
additional resources. Google's offering is similar to Amazon, but it does not provide a set of
standalone services like Amazon's S3 for storage, EC2 for hosting. The Google offering bundles
everything into one package. One of the downsides of the Google App engine is that developers
are limited to Python, although Google plans to add other programming languages in the future .

BigTable, Amazon’s EC2 and Etelos

A key component of the Google App Engine is BigTable, which has some key distinctions from
a traditional database. It is fast and extremely large scale, which enabled by a sparse distributed
multi-dimensional map, rather than traditional database rows and columns. Google App Engine
has a SQL-like syntax called "GQL". Select statements in GQL can be performed on one table
only. GQL intentionally does not support the “Join” statement. Amazon's EC2 is a commercial
service that allows companies to rent computers to run their own computer applications.
Customers rent out virtual machines (VMs) through a web services interface. These can be
launched and terminated on demand. The platform uses Xen virtualization of one of three sizes
ranging from 1.7 gigabytes to 7.5 gigabytes of memory and 850 gigabytes of storage. Etelos:
Etelos provides a cloud computing platform for building and distributing apps built in PHP, JSP,
Python and other languages.

3 Technical Approaches: Vulnerabilities and Threats with the clouds

Cloud computing introduces new security threats and vulnerabilities that are not present in
traditional IT environments. Current IaaS technologies lack adequate security mechanisms to
handle these new threats and risks, potentially exposing information stored in the cloud to the
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service providers, attackers with Internet access, and all the other users of the cloud . For the
user to have full trust in the Private Virtual Infrastructure and individual components of the
system, he must implicitly trust two components: Trusted Platform Module and data factories.
Without trust in these components, he cannot have assurance in the security of his information
in the cloud. It is reasonable to expect the information owner can trust these components as
they are trustworthy devices. A TPM is an explicitly trusted component of a computer system . A
TPM is implemented as an integrated circuit that is physically attached to a platform’s
motherboard. The TPM has well-defined commands that allow software running on the platform
to control it. Because the TPM is implemented in hardware and presents a carefully designed
interface, it is resistant to software attacks. An Endorsement Key certificate allows anyone to
validate that a transaction signed by a TPM is genuine.

4 Implementation

Cloud Datacenter: A cloud datacenter is a network of virtual servers that allows a company to
move all of its corporate data assets into the cloud. The only IT the company maintains on-site
is data terminals, laptops, netbooks, or mobile computing devices for their employees to access
the cloud datacenter.

Trust in the Cloud: Trust in cloud computing is more complex than in a traditional IT scenario
where the information owner owns his own computers . The information owner has an inferred
trust in the platform from a social trust relationship with the service providers.

Social Trust: Social trust is established based upon reputations, previous interactions, and
contractual obligations. There are two critical social trust relationships that must be established
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in cloud computing from the perspective of the information owner: service provider trust and
cloud user trust. Social trust cannot be measured, but is important to build confidence that an
entity is holding up its end of a contract. Service provider trust lies in the relationship between
customer and vendor . If the provider has a good reputation, then there is sufficient reason for
customers to trust the provider. A vendor that has questionable service or ethics would not be
as trustworthy as a vendor with excellent service and ethics.

Technical Trust: In a cloud computing environment, multiple entities must trust the cloud
services; the user of the cloud service or information owner, the provider of the cloud service,
and third parties. A third party is an outside entity that is providing service to or receiving
services from either the user or service provider. The cloud trust model is based on transitive
trust, which is the notion that if entity A trusts entity B and entity B trusts entity C, then entity A
trusts entity C. This property allows a chain of trust to be built from a single root of trust. There
two basic sources of trustworthiness in a cloud: information owner trust and hosting platform
trust. By combing these two sources of trust, virtual environment trust can be established.

Cryptographic Primitive Trust: We assume that standard cryptographic protocols and
algorithms are in place and not compromised. Protocols such as Secure Socket Layer and
Transport Layer Security are required to provide secure links and transmission of data between
the service provider and client. Both symmetric and asymmetric encryption primitives are
required to protect data confidentiality and must be able to decrypt cipher text when required.
We also assume cryptographic hash algorithms such as SHA-1 provide sufficient resistance to
collisions that weaken the cryptographic strength of the hash.
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Authenticated Public Key Channel: Trusted Platform Module public key certificates are
published in a location that is accessible by users of the cloud. The public key certificates allow
users to validate the genuineness of any TPM with which they transact . The authenticated
public key certificate channel prevents TPM spoofing by providers ensuring that all transactions
with second party TPM are confidential.

Service Provider Trust: A cloud service provider is trusted to provide a certified hypervisor and
services that enable the client to verify the configuration of the provider’s platform . The service
provider should publish the configuration of their platforms and provide attestation signatures
that clients can use to verify the configuration of the host platforms. We assume that the service
provider does not lie about their configuration or there are other mechanisms to verify the
configuration of the host platforms.

Known Vulnerabilities: The largest vulnerability in cloud computing is that data are processed
on a machine that is owned by an entity different from the information owner. In the case of
IaaS, the virtual machine is owned by the information owner and the host platform is owned by
the service provider. Since the information is stored and processed on the service provider’s
machine, the information owner does not have full control of the data. Utility cloud computing is,
multi-tenancy with other users also using the same hardware resources, which introduces the
risk of exposing sensitive information to unauthorized users. Information owners do not control
the hardware resources used to operate on the information and must rely on the virtualization to
provide the security needed to protect their information. The shared components that make up
the underlying IaaS fabric (e.g., CPU, caches, storage, etc.) were typically not designed to offer
strong isolation for multi-tenancy. A hypervisor addresses this gap by mediating access
between guest operating systems and the physical computing resources; however, hypervisors
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have exhibited flaws that have enabled attackers to gain inappropriate levels of control of the
platform.
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5 . Discussions and Findings
The security aspect can be strengthened by understanding the risks associated with the clouds.
A security perspective can help us to estimate the risk thereby beefing security and other points
in mind. Clouds can store vast data, the mechanism of retrieval, storage, and security concerns
should be given paramount importance . By advancement in technology and research, cloud
can provide a better platform, infrastructure, quality of service and on demand services.

6. Conclusion
Data storage, retrieval and security will be the main concern in future, clouds can provide
a better platform and ease of access .new technological arena will create much simplifications
and data can be treated as a service, from the paper it can be better understood that concerns if
arise then solutions will also be automatically generated.
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